SHEET 1

Fig. 1
Fig. 3
Step 1 | Connect two posts using a set of post

Step 3 | Place shelf plates on the traverses. First

connectors, according to the direction of the arrows.

put the plates on each side of the traverse. Then you

(A set include a top and bottom post connection).

can put a plate in the middle section of the traverse

Repeat for second side of unit. (Fig. 1)

according to the different size. Add additional
traverses and shelf plates to complete the unit
shelving (Fig. 3)

Easy to assemble - No nuts or bolts

Plastlok
Assembly
Easy to adjust Foot | Handle irregularities on the floor
by adjusting the foot.
Easy adjustable shelving | If you want to adjust the
shelves, remove the shelf inserts and add/remove
traverses as per requirement. No need to disassemble
the whole unit. Shelves can be adjusted in 100mm
increments.

Fig. 4

Fig. 2
Step 2 | Centre the bottom of the traverse dovetails

Step 4 | Add an additional unit by connecting two

with the dovetails on the posts, according to the

more posts with post connectors and then setting

length of traverses. Slide smoothly into position.

traverses onto the dovetails on the posts. The

(Fig. 2). Please align as shown in this photo above,

traverses on the first and second unit share the

then let the traverse slide to dovetail.

middle post. Place shelf plates on traverses to
complete the second unit. Add an additional unit in

DO NOT USE A METAL HAMMER, PLEASE TRY TO USE A
RUBBER MALLET TO ENSURE PROPER ASSEMBLY
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LEVEL ENTIRE UNIT BEFORE LOADING
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a 90º corner using corner connectors. (Fig. 4)
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